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Terms for Astrology & Schumann Resonance
To Help You Towards Healing On Your Awakening Journey
Astrology and the Schumann Resonance are two great sources of scientific, bodily proof that we are all connected as One. Mother
Gaia has been present here for longer than our race as humans existed. Our bloodlines come from our ancestors. Our physical body is
rooted to this land. The air we breathe, the vibrations we carry, the thoughts streaming to the collective consciousness. In the simplest
terms, our very own existence and life is at One with this very planet, and all things that exists as Life. This means when this planet is
affected, so are we. We can feel the energy and the vibration, consciously or unconsciously, shift within and through us. As each planet
have a tuned energy and vibration, the movement of a planet influences the effect of another planet on Earth.
Knowing the terms for the Astrological and the Schumann Resonance are essential to those on the Awakening Journey. It helps us all
to stay connected, present, and consciously aware of our current stages in healing, lessons, and connections with Source, Self, and
Others. This is not to say that Astrology and Schumann Resonance can predict the future. Instead, it helps us open up more to the everflowing connection with Source, understanding that each step in our journey is also guided and facilitated by the waves and shifts that
we, as a collective, are ready to receive in order to evolve, expand, and raise our vibration. Each day, each week, each month, there is
constant change. We must learn to go through the ebb-and-flow of the Universe. The steps in understanding the terms to the astrology
and the Schumann resonance are a great application, spiritual tool, we can use to help ourselves get out of any stagnant energy and
navigate through in order to grow. It provides a sense of direction as well, especially if certain energies behind the planetary
movements are facilitating a period of clearing, transformation, or even expansion, in an area in our lives. When we are conscious of
the current energies that Mother Gaia is receiving, we become aware of what we are ready to receive in this moment and become
prepared. We release the fear of not knowing, become present, and grateful. We are all going through this together with the assistance
from the Universe.

Astrology Terms

2.

The following list of terms were written with the intention to help you get to know and have an understanding of
the meaning and affects that each planet transits may have on those on the Awakening journey.
What Is Actually A Transit?
A transit signifies a planet passing by. This passage can land and create an ‘aspect’ to a planet. For instance, the combination of Sun
(Identity) forms an aspect to the Moon (emotions). Each energy and vibration of both of these planets will make an impact on these
two areas in our lives. A planet will usually be on a particular zodiac sign for a certain duration of time. Depending on which zodiac
sign that the planet is in usually helps us to discern which area in our lives we can expect growth in.
Ex: If the Sun (Identity, outer personality) is in the sign of Leo (Self-Expression) creating an aspect, ‘Sextile’ to Moon (emotions,
inner personality). We can expect a balance between our inner and outer worlds. We can express ourselves clearly to the world,
and understand how we feel most clearly.
What Are The Types Of Aspects?
Aspects are when two planets create an ‘interchange of energy at great distance.’

Considered Harmonious
Sextile, Trines, Some Conjunctions

Considered Effective, & May Be Challenging
Squares, Oppositions, Some conjunctions

What Does It Mean When A Planet Goes Retrograde?
A certain planet that rules an area of our lives switches its course to a certain duration of time and starts appearing to be going
backwards from the view point of Planet Earth. As an example, if Mercury, planet of Communication and our day-to-day interactions
goes retrograde, meaning that it switches its course from its focal feature to its backward, shadow feature, we can then expect a flipped
effect in our interactions and how we go with our experiences with the world. Certain retrogrades have a greater effect than most
because of its duration in this certain motion. The Scientific reason as to why the “retrograde effects” of the planets are stronger is due
to the fact that the distance between the Planet (under consideration) on retrograde and the Earth at the time is closer and that they are
stationed in the particular zodiac for a longer duration, the gravitational forces due to the proximity of the earth and the planet and its
longer duration of stay tends to exaggerate the effects of planet on the Earth. For instance, if Neptune goes Retrograde, this is a 5
month period process which means the effects we feel are slow, day-by-day. Yet in Mercury Retrograde, which lasts for about three
weeks or so, we can experience the effects more heavy, intense, and rapidly.
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Inner Transits:

(have a short term eﬀect on us, last for short duration of time)

Planets:

Sun

Moon

Mercury

Venus

Mars

When Transit
Changes:

Every Month

Every 2-3 Days

Every 3-4 Weeks

Every 4-5 Weeks

Every 6-7 Weeks

What Area Does It
Govern?

Conscious,
Basic Personality,
Ego

Unconscious,
Emotions,
Moods,
Instincts,
Habits

Minds,
Communication,
Day-To-Day Interactions

Attraction,
Love,
Art,
Harmony

Energy,
Challenges,
Aggression,
Courage,
Desire, Passion

Area Which Will Be
Affected

•

Health, Energy,
Willpower

• Thought patterns & Focus
depending on aspect

•

Moods & Feelings

•

•

When In Retrograde

Our communication &
Interaction with self and
others

Time:
3 Weeks, 3x A Year

• Social Life & Behavior
with friends, family,
loved ones
•

Feelings of Love,
Harmony, Balance

•

Can influence our
finances, spending,
saving, self-nourish

•

Time:
6 Weeks, Every 18mo

•

Energizes an area
depending on aspect &
planet, times of triggers,
tensions, bottled up
feelings can have lager
great affects than other
times.

• Drive to work, accomplish
tasks,
•

Temperament

•

Time:
55-80 Days, Every 26
Months

Goal In This Period:
Goal In This Period:
Goal In This Period:
Become open to the
• Reflecting, Slow Down,
• Become open to lessons & •
listening to intuition,
changes when it comes to
changes within your energy
meditating, Gratitude,
relationships, Deconstruct
levels, go with the flow,
Work on self, being the
social programming,
time to work on
present moment, and Trust
become Simple, Be Love
acceptance, forgiveness,
Receive rather than react
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Outer Transits:

(considered important, eﬀective eﬀects, long-term)

Planets:

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

When Transit
Changes:

Every 12-13 Months

Every 2-3 Years

Every 7 Years

Every 10-12 Years

Every 12-15 Years

Expansion,
Growth,
Abundance,
Understanding,
Spirituality

Structure,
Discipline,
Restriction,
Karma,
Tests & Lessons

Unpredictable Changes,
Reformation,
Individuality,
Progress

Dreams, Imagination,
Illusions, Inspiration

Transformation,
Death, Rebirth,
Power, Power Struggles
Resources,
Renewal

What Area Does It
Govern?

Where we stand in life
• Things which are out of our
Liberation, Restriction,
control may take place such
Barriers
as unexpected events,
• Areas where there is Lack, and
things not going as planned
how we can improve on
New doors and
• Test in Patience, our will, and •
force
opportunities open up, we
• Outlook on Self, Our World,
can start to see how we
Our Reality
react to these dramatic
• Depending on the aspect, we
turns
may be more prone to selfGreater
desire
to create, do
•
criticism, seeing our reality
what appeals to you,
worse than it is, negative selfbecome free
talk
•
•

Area Which Will Be
Affected

• Our knowledge, outlook
& Perspective
Opportunities,
Chances,
•
Fortune, Fate, Luck
Expansion in
•
Consciousness, Spiritual
Gifts & Practices, Ideas

•

•

When In Retrograde

Time:
120 Days, Once a Year
Goal In This Period:

•

Time:
140 Days, Once a Year
Goal In This Period:

Find gratitude in the
• Acknowledge the things
current moment, in where
that you have been
you are at, deepen
putting off, be honest
connection to Source,
with yourself & others,
Knowing that anything is
seek for guidance
possible, Letting things be
for what they are

•

Time:
148 Days, Once a Year
Goal In This Period:

• Areas in which needs
transformation which
Creativity &
•
have been held back or
Imagination, Art
ignored for too long
• Ideas & Emotions
Issues from past
•
Connection
to
the
resurface
•
Unknown,
• Changes to our vibration,
emotional, mental bodies
• Tapping into different
• End of a chapter, end of
realms,
old self, end of ego self,
• Spirituality, Artistic
moving more to authentic
practices influences
self

•

Time:
150 Days, Once a Year
Goal In This Period:

•

Time:
5-6mo, Once a year
Goal In This Period:

• Accept changes being made • Review all that you once • Look to where there is
from within, receive
known to be & ask
lack, create and be
breakthroughs about
yourself if this is really in
change you seek
yourself by tapping within,
alignment with your
parts you want to seek, Find
Truth. Become open to
New Truth

receive clarity without
resistance.

Astrological Signs: Lined Up In Order
(also known as Zodiac sign)

Aries

“I AM.”

Symbol: The Ram
1st House (Area of Life): Appearance, Awareness of Self, Image, Identity
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: Mars
(Which share the characteristics of Energy, Courage, Passion, & Desire)
Archetype: The Warrior, Or The Pioneer
Traits: Energetic, Independent, Head Strong, Initiative, Determined
Ability: The Ability to Be in the face of any trials and tribulations

Taurus

“I HAVE”

Symbol: The Bull
2nd House (Area of Life): Resources, Values, Material Security, Perception Towards Abundance
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Venus
(the planet of Love towards beauty, romance, and things that make up to an individual.)
Archetype: The Lover, or The Builder
Traits: Dependable, Stable, Persistent, Tenacious
Ability: The Ability to find and appreciate the abundance in the now

Gemini

“ I THINK”

Symbol: The Twins
3rd House (Area of Life): Mind, Thinking, Speaking & Writing, Interactions, Communications
Element: Air
Ruling Planet: Mercury
(The planet of communication & Intellect, self-expression)
Archetype: The Messenger, or The Student
Traits: Expressive, Versatile, Communicative, Perspective
Ability: The Ability to express and comprehend many layers of deep understanding and making it accessible, or relatable
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Cancer

“I NURTURE”

Symbol: The Crab
4th House (Area of Life): Home, Roots, Family, Foundation
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: The Moon
(The planet of instincts, subconscious, and emotions)
Archetype: The Mother, or The Nurturer
Traits: Sensitivity, Nurture, Protective
Ability: The ability to tap into deep rooted layers, as well as the shadow aspects, of the self in order to heal

Leo

The “I WILL”

Symbol: The Lion
5th House (Area of Life): Creativity, Procreation, Joy
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: The Sun
(The planet of vitality, willpower, and strength)
Archetype: The King, or The Queen
Traits: Sensitivity, Nurture, Protective
Ability: The ability to create life in any circumstance

Virgo

The “I SERVE”

Symbol: The Maiden
6th House (Area of Life): Self-Improvement, Service, Routine, Daily Life
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Mercury
(The planet of communication & Intellect, and reason)
Archetype: The Healer
Traits: Down-to-earth, Detailed, Service
Ability: The ability to assemble different aspects & details in order to bring together something whole, likely to be of service

7.

Libra

“I BALANCE

Symbol: The Scales
7th House (Area of Life): Partnership, Any Relationship, Awareness of Others
Element: Air
Ruling Planet: Venus
(The planet of Love towards beauty, romance, and things that make up to an individual)
Archetype: The Peacemaker
Traits: Balance, Peacemaker
Ability: The ability to be engaged to the present bliss and state of gratitude in order to harmonize polarities and conflicts

Scorpio

“I CIRCULATE”

Symbol: The Scorpio
8th House (Area of Life): Renewal, Growth, Change
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: Pluto
(They both share the qualities of transformation, death, and rebirth)
Archetype: The Alchemist
Traits: Passionate, Intense, Emotional
Ability: The ability to let go of what no longer serves and become ready to align to one’s Truth and authentic self

Sagittarius

“I EXPLORE”

Symbol: The Archer
9th House (Area of Life): Mind Expansion, Philosophy, Meaning, Expanded Horizon
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: Jupiter
(They both share the qualities of expansion, growth, and knowledge)
Archetype: The Philosopher
Traits: Restless, Enthusiastic, Expansive
Ability: The ability to grow and gather that which is needed for the soul when it comes to reaching the state of enlightenment

8.

Capricorn

“I ACHIEVE”

Symbol: The Goat
10th House (Area of Life): Achievement, Public Life, Career or Vocation
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Saturn
(They both share the characteristics of structure, discipline, and karma)
Archetype: The Architect
Traits: Hardworking, Grounded in their decisions and knowing
Ability: The ability to know when it is time to get out of the stagnant energy and grow in order to manifest the life that which is truly desired

Aquarius

“I KNOW”

Symbol: The Water-bearer
11th House (Area of Life): Humanitarian, Awareness, Collective
Element: Air
Ruling Planet: Uranus
(They both share the qualities of individuality, freedom, and reformation)
Archetype: The Liberator, or The Thinker
Traits: Unconventional, Free-spirit, Receiver of Information
Ability: The ability to liberate the self from any constraints, restriction, or social standards or barriers, only to do the things that which they feel
called to do and to stand by humanity, for the people who need appreciation for their own unique expression

Pisces

“I BELIEVE”

Symbol: The Fish
12th House (Area of Life): Spiritual Life, Self-Transcendence
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: Neptune
(They both share the qualities of dreams, imagination, and illusions)
Archetype: The Mystic
Traits: Creative, imaginative, intuitive
Ability: The ability to connect to different realms and bring it down and translate it into the physical existence

Schumann Resonance

9.

A German physicist and professor, W.O Schumann, in 1952 hypothesized the presence of measurable electromagnetic waves in a
space between Earth’s surface and ionosphere. This region consists of abundant layers of electrons and ionized atoms and molecules.
This ever changing region forms a critical link between the Earth and Sun interactions. It was detected that7.83 Hz frequency was
generated when the lightening discharges led to the excitation of the ionized particles in the ionosphere. This base frequency of 7.83
Hz, in the recent past is gaining a lot of reception and understood more commonly now as the Heartbeat of Mother Gaia or the
Schumann Resonance. This frequency is said to be the tuning fork for life, acting as the background frequency influencing the
biological circuitry of the plants, animals and most importantly mammalian brain.
Correlations of Human brainwaves and SR frequencies

Delta: 0 Hz to 4 Hz corresponds with SR 4.11 Hz
Theta: 4 Hz to 8 Hz corresponds with SR 4.11 Hz, SR 7.83 Hz
Alpha: 8 Hz to 12 Hz corresponds with SR 7.83 Hz
Beta: 12 Hz to 30 Hz* corresponds with SR 14 Hz, 20 Hz, 26 Hz
Gamma: 30 Hz to 100 Hz corresponds with SR 33 Hz, 39 Hz, 45 Hz, and 59 Hz

The explanations and significance of the range of these frequencies and its effects on us can be obtained from the internet. Please learn
more there since its inclusion here will be a repetition of the same information.
In the recent past, we have observed that many require help with reading the Schumann Resonance chart. Below is one such example,
with the explanation on how to read the chart and help facilitate that information for your healing process.
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I would want to make it clear that whatever I am going to put across over here is from reading a lot of articles and observation of
several charts. These are not the guidelines from Space Observing System (SOS) at the Tomsk Science University, Siberia. The
website I get the information from http://sosrff.tsu.ru/?page_id=7.
Using an example to explain the details. Below is the SAMPLE CHART 1

!
The above picture is self-explanatory but, will still detail on it below
DATES: Denoted as ‘1’ in the SAMPLE CHART 1. The chart is divided into three different days with the dates printed on top. The
last segment of the chart is the most recent one which is on the extreme right side.
TIMES: I just found one article which has explained the time derivations from SR chart. This method from that particular article is
mentioned below.

11.

The X-axis denoted as ‘2’in the SAMPLE CHART 1 represents the time in hours (0-24 hour sequence). Each day (one block) in the
chart consists of 24 hours, starting from the 0th hour to 24th hour. The time represented in the chart use local Siberia time (GMT+7).
The chart times have to be converted into your local time. Below, I will put forward the U.S.A equivalents of the chart times. People
from other places other than U.S.A, convert to your local times by using the information on these equivalents below. For example: If
you are in Europe/ India/Australia first convert the chart times to PST/EST/CST/MT equivalents and then convert these times to your
respective local times. This can change according to the Daylight savings, etc. Like at this moment PST is (GMT-8). Sometimes we
forget about the aspect of daylight savings and in such a case it is best to use online time convertors to get accurate conversions.
Conversions of chart times in US equivalents
Eastern (GMT-4): Chart minus 11 hours
Central (GMT-5): Chart minus 12 hours
Mountain (GMT-6): Chart minus 13 hours
Pacific (GMT-7): Chart minus 14 hours*
In the sample chart above, on 22 February 2019, we had seen an outburst of 40 Hz starting at 15th hour in the chart. This, according to
the US equivalent (PST) which says “chart minus 14 hours” i.e. 15 - 14 (15th hour- 14* = 1 A.M) extending till 16.5 hours (2.30 A.M).
OR
I will mention another method that you can follow. I prefer this method to the previous one. This method is not mentioned anywhere.
It is from my observation from the charts that I derived this method and it is more logical to use this method rather than the previous
one to avoid confusions.
Like I mentioned, the time represented in the chart use local Siberia time (GMT+7). Will give you the conversion which is evident in
the chart below. The chart with the UTC timings can be seen in the red circled region. This chart specifically with UTC times on Xaxis can be derived from the link mentioned below
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https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/
SAMPLE CHART 2

If you magnify the SAMPLE CHART 2 and observe the rounded part, you can see that 7th hour on the chart on the 22nd February 2019
is equivalent to 0 (12 A.M UTC) and not 0th hour equivalent to 7 (Please note this important point). This is because the chart timings
use GMT+7. (UTC=GMT).
Conversions of Chart timings to GMT
CHART TIMINGS (IN HOURS)

UTC/GMT TIMING CONVERSIONS

7TH HOUR IN THE CHART

0 (12 A.M)

8TH HOUR

1 (1 A.M)

9TH HOUR

2 (2 A.M)

10TH HOUR

3 (3 A.M)

11TH HOUR

4 (4 A.M)

13.

12TH HOUR

5 (5 A.M)

13TH HOUR

6 (6 A.M)

14TH HOUR

7 (7 A.M)

15TH HOUR

8 (8 A.M)

16TH HOUR

9 (9 A.M)

17TH HOUR

10 (10 A.M)

18TH HOUR

11 (11 A.M)

19TH HOUR

12 (12 P.M)

20TH HOUR

13 (1 P.M)

21ST HOUR

14 (2 P.M)

22ND HOUR

15 (3 P.M)

23RD HOUR

16 (4 P.M)

24TH HOUR OR 0TH HOUR

17 (5 P.M)

0TH HOUR

17 (5 P.M)

1ST HOUR

18 (6 P.M)

2ND HOUR

19 (7 P.M)

3RD HOUR

20 (8 P.M)

4TH HOUR

21 (9 P.M)

5TH HOUR

22 (10 P.M)

6TH HOUR

23 (11 P.M)

14.

7TH HOUR

0 (12.AM)

By using this information from the table and using it to derive the time from the SAMPLE CHART 1, on 22 February 2019, we had
seen an outburst of 40 Hz starting at 15th hour in the chart. This, according to the GMT equivalent is 8 A.M (check the table). On
conversion of GMT time (8 A.M) to PST (GMT-7) is (8-7= 1 A.M) extending till 16.5 hours (9.30 A.M -7= 2.30 A.M). This is similar
to the previous method, but avoids much confusion and is a straightforward method.
These two are the most precise ways to find the times in different places. On observation and research, I found that this best coincides
with the data given from SOS. Please be reminded that though the exact time can vary slightly because of the daylight savings, etc.,
but, you can most definitely know the time range when you get affected by the incoming energies. I hope this clarifies many doubts
you all would have had until now.
SR FREQUENCY VALUES: Denoted as 3 on the SAMPLE CHART 1. This is on the vertical side (Y-axis) of the chart. These
numbers represent the framework for reading Schumann Resonance peak values starting at 0 Hz (lowest) from the top to 40 Hz
(highest) at the bottom of the charts with increments of 4 Hz.
Please note that the SR frequencies are read HORIZONTALLY, indicated in green colour. On 22nd February 2019, until the 14th hour
in the chart, the maximum SR frequency was at 24 Hz as represented by the first red arrow pointing to 24 Hz on the Y-axis of the SR
chart. The 15th hour in the chart observed an outburst of SR intensity which is represented as the second red arrow pointing at 40 Hz
on Y-axis. Intensity readings go from lowest blue (background intensity) to green to yellow to white (highest). Typical SR readings are
in green range.
The SR is read HORIZONTALLY, so you’ll be looking at the green horizontal lines. (Do not consider the VERTICAL white lines or
white ‘splashes’ as SR readings.)
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VERTICAL WHITE LINES OR WIDER SPLASHES- WHAT ARE THEY?
They represent energy bursts or ionosphere plasma excitations. The electromagnetic bursts could be lightening related or transient
luminous events.
In addition to intense lightning and TLEs, plasma excitations could also be caused by:
•

Intense thunder storming

•

Solar activity (e.g. solar winds, CMEs, solar flares)

•

Geomagnetic disturbances (resulting from solar activity)

•

Some speculate HAARP and scalar weapons discharges may affect the SR

•

Energy bursts of unknown origin

Effect of energy bursts on SR readings
When ionosphere plasma gets excited, the SR waves at various resonances can get excited, as well. You’ll often see a wider, “puffier”
green colour displayed behind, around, or following an energy burst. You may see the “excitation” activate the higher SR values that
correspond with the brain’s higher beta and gamma frequencies. They are often called the “transformation waves.” Energy bursts can
also trigger the low 4.11 Hz SR and the fundamental 7.83 Hz that correspond to our theta brainwave. This wave is incredibly
transforming, as well. It’s been called the “miracle wave” for its deep healing, calming, and rebalancing qualities; theta accesses the
subconscious mind.
When these plasma spikes occur, perhaps humans are receiving a double impact: not only are the SR frequencies resonating with our
brain waves (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) but we are also feeling the effects of the ionosphere energy bursts themselves. For those
who are energy-sensitive, these plasmic excitations or energy disturbances may be felt much like a geomagnetic storming, distant
earthquakes and volcanoes, the magnetic pull of a full moon, or incoming photonic or cosmic energies.
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SOLAR ACTIVITIES
1. Solar Flares: The surface of the sun contains giant magnetic loops called prominences. When these two magnetic loops touch
each other, it causes short circuiting resulting in the release of sudden flashes of energy in the speed of light which takes 8
minutes to reach the surface of Earth. Flares appear as bright light and tend to disrupt the area of the atmosphere through which
radio waves travel.
2. Solar Winds: It is a constant flow of high speed energized protons and electrons. These particles originate from the Sun’s
corona and moves with such a force due to the high energy gained from the Sun’s interior. As corona expands, it releases in all
directions and solar winds not only reach the earths atmosphere, but also very other planets in the solar system. It takes around
4.5 days to reach the surface of earth.
3. Coronal Mass Ejections (CME): They are magnetic contortions which are propelled forward in a single, directed movement.
The mass that is ejected are magnetized particles which are dense and hence takes three days to reach the surface of the Earth.
The CME’s affect only the targeted area on Earth. It jostles the Earth’s magnetic field and drives the particles down the Earth’s
poles. AURORAS are formed when these particles interact with oxygen and nitrogen.

17.

These solar activities in most cases affect the spike in the Schumann Resonance. So keeping an eye on the solar activities can help
you predict the Schumann Resonance and your day. By knowing the present Schumann Resonance and Solar activities data, you
can be able to better process, integrate, and smoothly learn more about yourself and the areas which require your attention in your
immediate healing through conscious awareness. It helps you to go through purges, allowing us to understand what may be coming
up at the moment, going with the flow, strengthening trust, and being in alignment with the “Now Moment”. You will be able to
predict the day or be cautioned about what sort of event might happen to you on the day. Instead of being triggered by the events
and react unconsciously, you can chose to respond consciously with the knowledge of this information and collapse the lower
timelines and ascend to the higher timelines.
It is Now the time- something extraordinary happening now, with the light codes entering the phase of the Earth, which is making
us remember or divine blueprint. We were all under the spell of spiritual amnesia, denser and duality consciousness for thousands
of years. The sun portals are strengthening to shine the new order of the day. These new structures are assisting us to rise to the 5D
template and shine our true authentic selves, connect to our hearts, minds and souls by breaking from the cover of clouds of
wordly false structures. Remember that true light can never be covered and will never stop shining. It is in our hands, by
comprehending and making use of the spiritual tools to SHINE OUR LIGHTS BRIGHTER EACH DAY. HEALING IS IN OUR
OWN HANDS.

With lots of love and many blessings
Zita, Daira, Charu
Best friends in service
Heartstrings Connections

